Crack your dream exams in FIRST attempt under renowned faculties

Scholarship upto 100%
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PSUs
SSC-JE/AE
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FREE-DEMO CLASS
Available to JUDGE Quality
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Classroom Courses
Postal Study Materials
Online-LIVE Class
Pen-Drive Lectures
Online Test Series
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Classroom Coaching Program / Postal Study Materials
(Exam Session 2021-22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GATE</th>
<th>PSUs</th>
<th>ESE</th>
<th>UPPSC-AE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSC-JE</td>
<td>JE &amp; AE</td>
<td>RRB &amp; DMRC</td>
<td>State &amp; Others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject-wise classes are also available. Admissions are subjected to availability of seats.

Modes of Classroom Coaching

- Regular & Weekend Batch
- Evening Batch
- CRASH COURSE 90days
- Summer Batch (3/4 year)

Published Books

[Images of book covers]

To BUY online www.engineersinstitute.com/publication
Your Success is Our Success

GATE-2019 Highest Results in Chemical Engineering

6 Times AIR-1
24 Results under AIR-25 in GATE 2019

1. HSHIKHAT TASHKAMSH
2. MANOJ KUMAR
3. AGARWAL MANAV
4. MAYANK DIXIT
5. ATIKORANATH GHOSH

6. YOGESH POONIA
7. ANKIT ASHOK KAMDI
8. ANUBHAV SINGH
9. RONAK JAIN
10. ABHISHEK BANSEL

11. SRUJAN TIWARI
12. NIKHIL PURI
13. VIKASH GUPTA
14. NISHANT KUMAR
15. VELURI RAWTEJA

16. SRIJAN TIWARI
17. MOHD ASIF SIDDIQUE
18. YASH JAIN
19. PRAMOD MISHRA
20. KSHITIZ KEDIA

21. NIKHIL PURI
22. ANUBHAV VATULA
23. AKHL JOSHE
24. RAKESH SINGHA
25. SACHIN SARV AVAI

26. SHASHWAT RAGHUVANSHI
27. MANOJ KUMAR AGARWAL
28. MANAV MAYANK DIXIT
29. RAVI SHANKAR
30. MOHAN JATT

31. HARJIT SHARMA
32. MOHAN JATT
33. ANUPRIYA
34. SUNIL ATREY
35. RAVI KUMAR
36. SMRITI

& many more...

COMPUTER SCIENCE-IT

36. RAVI BHANKAR
46. MANJIT SAHA
56. DINESH GUPTA
79. VIVEK RANA
94. HARJIT SHARMA

& many more...

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERING

1. THADURI NAVEEN
2. KAMUL MAHATO
6. JAMESH KAMULA
7. PANKAJ MISHRA
16. SUBHAM KALITA

& many more...

Ph. 9990657855, 011-26514888, 011-46054888

www.engineersinstitute.com
**GATE, ESE & PSUs**

**CRACK in 1ST ATTEMPT**

**SESSION 2021-22**

**New Batches : Classroom coaching**

- **Regular Batch**
  - 6 & 27 January, 23 March, 20 April, 04 & 18 May, 03 & 22 June, 06 & 27 July, 17 August 2020
- **Weekend Batch**
  - 21 March, 04 & 25 April, 16 May 2020
- **Summer Batch**
  - 04 May, 18 May, 3 June, 22 June 2020
- **Crash Course**
  - 21 September, 5 October, 19 October 2020

---

**New Batches for SSC-JE (Civil, Electrical, Mechanical)**

- **Regular:** 6 & 20 January, 3 & 17 February, 16 & 30 March, 20 April, 18 May 2020
- **Weekend:** 15 February, 21 March, 25 April, 16 May 2020

---

**Facilities**

- **Topper’s Interactions:** Institute provides regular interactions with previous year’s toppers of GATE/ESE & reputed examinations.

- **Online Access:** Our student can access class-notes / test papers / schedule online at Webapp

- **AC Classrooms:** Classrooms are well-equipped with air conditioners & spacious to attend.

- **Library:** Excellent library facility is provided to the students so that they can access wide range of books & study materials.

- **Hostel:** We also provide separate boys & girls hostel facility for needy and out station students. Bookings are subject to availability.

---

**LIVE-Online Classroom**

- **2 Year Foundation Batch for 2nd & 3rd Year Students**
  - Fee concession for group admission
  - Fee concession for academic scholar